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Упражнение №1. Заполните пропуски правильной формой притяжательного 

местоимения 

1. This book belongs to me. This is … book. 
2. The man put … hand into pocket. 
3. The cat ate … food. 
4. She took out … purse and gave it to me. 
5. My husband never wears … glasses. 
6. This is their car. That other car is … too. 
7. May I introduce to you one of … colleagues? 
8. There were a lot of people coming back from … work. 
9. Every season is beautiful in … own way. 
10. They would like a house of … own. 
11. I’ll try… best, I promise. 
12. Each country has … own customs. 
13. He cut … finger this evening. 
14. Lend me … pen, I’ve lost … . 
15. They’re going to London with some students of … . 
16. This is not my pencil, … is red. 
17. I haven’t got a pen. Can you give me … ? 

18. Take off … coat, please. 
19. I saw them. This is … car. 
20. Ann is married. … husband works in a bank. 
 

 

Упражнение №2. Выберите правильную форму прилагательного. 
 

1. Annie sang the (loudest, most loud) of them all. 
2. The younger children listened (most excitedly, more excitedly) than their older 

brothers. 
3. Sonia sings (softly, more softly). 
4. Some of them practice (harder, more harder) than others. 
5. Danny writes the (most legibly, more legibly) among his classmates. 

 



2. Read each sentence carefully. Write the correct form of the adverb in parenthesis. 
1. Of all the members, he arrived the … . (late) 
2. Lisa organizes her report … than the others. (systematically) 
3. Angel’s friend speaks … . (intelligently) 
4. Nicole joins the contest … . (excitedly) 
5. Mothers treat their children … than fathers. (patiently) 

 


